GENERAL AWARENESS QUIZ ON UTTARAKHAND: AN INTIATIVE OF DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES TOWARDS “EK BHARAT SHRESTH BHARAT”

Being a collaborative partner of MHRD through AICTE, in National Integration Program “Ek Bharath Shrestha Bharat , Department of Management Studies of T John College has launched a General Awareness Quiz on Uttrakahand.

The Quiz was coordinated by Dr Dippi Verma ,Associate Professor , T John College, Bangalore

The purpose of the quiz is to support Government of India in intensifying “ Ek Bharath Shrestha Bharat” Program. Under the program Karnataka is mapped with Uttarakhand.

The quiz was launched on 10th June 2020 . The department takes the pleasure to state the in a time span of three days the quiz has received more than 300 responses from T John College Students.

Further to add up in nationalistic cause, students of Department of Management Studies, have taken up the initiative of sharing the quiz to their states through different groups and digital platform.

The Department of Management thanks Sister Rosemary B, Dr Karthikeyan ,Faculty Members and students for supporting in intense success of the quiz and making us take a step ahead towards solemn duty of national.